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BREWING

SUCCESS

S E L F  S T O R A G E

PAID ADS VS. SEO 

In the caffeinated world of digital marketing, choosing between Adverank’s Google PPC 
ad management and SEO for self-storage businesses is like picking your preferred coffee 
blend. While both have their unique flavors, let’s explore why Adverank’s PPC is the 
espresso shot that packs a punch for immediate results and robust online presence.

PPC PACKS A PUNCH
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Imagine your self-storage business as a bustling 
coffee shop, ready to serve customers. If you’re in a 
hurry for patrons, PPC is your espresso machine, 
delivering instant shots of traffic. Adverank’s PPC 
ensures your ads are brewed and served quickly, just 
like that perfect espresso shot. SEO, on the other 
hand, is akin to cultivating a coffee plant – it takes 
time to grow and bear fruit.

ESPRESSO SHOTS OF  
INSTANT GRATIFICATION

SEO is like offering an assortment of coffee blends to 
everyone who walks through your café’s door, hoping 
to please all palates. PPC, on the other hand, is your 
barista crafting personalized lattes. Adverank’s 
PPC ad management precisely targets the customers 
who desire your services, ensuring your efforts hit the 
bullseye.

PRECISION BEANS  
FOR TARGETED TASTES

In the café business, budgets matter. With PPC, 
you’re the café owner who sets the coffee prices. 
Adverank lets you determine the budget, ensuring 
you don’t roast your financial beans. SEO can 
sometimes feel like buying expensive coffee 
equipment with no immediate returns. PPC lets you 
savor your marketing budget while seeing real-
time results.

BUDGET CONTROL:  
SAVORING EVERY BEAN

In the coffee industry, trends shift like coffee beans in 
a grinder. Adverank’s PPC offers the flexibility to 
adapt quickly. Just as you adjust your café’s menu to 
cater to changing tastes, PPC allows you to pivot with 
ease. SEO, on the other hand, resembles slow-drip 
coffee – adjustments require time and patience.

ADAPTING TO  
EVER-CHANGING FLAVORS
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Creating the perfect coffee blend is an art, much like 
crafting the ideal ad campaign. Adverank’s PPC ad 
management lets you taste and refine your strategy 
continuously. SEO, like aging coffee beans, requires 
ongoing effort to see significant improvements.

COFFEE TASTING & REFINING:  
THE RECIPE FOR SUCCESS

ROI in the coffee world is akin to the aroma of freshly 
roasted beans. PPC provides immediate ROI data 
through Adverank’s tools, helping you brew success. 
SEO might feel like waiting for your coffee beans to 
mature before experiencing the rich aroma.

ROASTED BEANS, 
IMMEDIATE RETURNS

Adverank’s PPC goes beyond the regular brew. We 
add the syrup – ad extensions. Just as you elevate 
your café’s offerings with special syrups and toppings, 
our ad extensions make your self-storage facility 
stand out, offering potential customers more reasons 
to choose you.

ESPRESSO SHOTS  
WITH A SIDE OF SYRUP Ever felt like a coffee brand was following you online? 

That’s remarketing – the caffeine boost of PPC. 
Adverank keeps your self-storage business on 
customers’ minds, just as your favorite coffee shop 
lingers in your thoughts. SEO doesn’t offer the 
same level of persistent presence.

REMARKETING:  
THE CAFFEINE BOOST

In the world of self-storage marketing, choosing Adverank’s Google PPC ad management is like 
opting for that perfect espresso shot – it’s the dynamic, immediate, and robust choice that delivers a kick 
of instant results. While SEO may be the aged, deep-flavored coffee, PPC is the vibrant, freshly brewed 
espresso that ensures your self-storage business stands out in the digital café. So, why choose between 
coffee blends when you can savor the best of both worlds with Adverank?
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